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“The fear of the Lord is the instruction 

 of wisdom; and before honor is humility”

The Delegation of the GRUN to the Negotiation

Table, as it does everyday, greets all the

Nicaraguan Families and the International
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Community, grateful to God for Life, Faith

and Hope, that we certainly know in our

Nicaragua.

We inform that yesterday, May 15, progress

was made on some points and others are

still being discussed, as is often the case in

these complex but necessary Processes.

The Path for Understanding requires courage

and discernment, with sincere resolve, without

concealment or manipulation, which will allow

for consensus and progress.

Indifference is not Christian, it is necessary

to overcome it and dispose the Heart and

Consciousness beyond particular interests,

highlighting the interests and Life of the

many Families and People, for they have

the necessary solutions.
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The  Strength  of  Faith  and  Spirit  of

Nicaraguans is what encourages and commits

us, with true and prodigious Trust in God,

we work every day to earn an honest Liv-

ing, and among the unexpected challenges

that Selfishness has imposed on Nicaragua,

we continue advancing.

May the Christian and Fraternal Tradition

of our Culture, on today the International

Day of Peaceful Cohabitation, illuminate

everyone’s Commitments so that Reason and

the Common Good may come to be.

The GRUN ratifies its Commitment to ful-

fill all the Agreements already taken and

those that are pending agreement, accord-

ing to our Constitution, Laws and absolute

Good Faith.
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Tomorrow, May 17, we celebrate the Life of

so many Heroes of Love that as Igor Úbeda,

and many other Brothers from the Jacinto

Hernández Column, offered everything for

the Motherland, Liberty, Sovereign Democ-

racy, Peace and Future.

May we continue to be Blessed and work to-

ward the New Victories of Peace.

Our Hope grows!

Always Beyond!

“The light of the eyes rejoiceth the heart,

 and a good report maketh the bones fat”.

Thursday, May 16, 2019
Delegation of the GRUN 
to the Negotiation Table


